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Abstract. Identifying high-rate flows is important for active queue management, traf-
fic measurement and network security. Explicit measurement of high-rate flows is diffi-
cult because tracking the possible millions of flows needs correspondingly large high-speed
memories. To reduce the measurement overhead, the deterministic 1-out-of-k sampling
technique is adopted. Since the sampled packets are only a part of the whole traffic trans-
mitted, it is critically important to identify high-rate flows correctly. However, there are
no methods which are able to specify the identification accuracy. We develop two such
methods. The first approach is based on Bayesian single sampling method (BSS) which
is able to identify high-rate flows with user-specified false positive rate (FPR) and false
negative rate (FNR). However, since BSS has to record every sampled flow during the
measurement period, it is not efficient for memory. Therefore, the second novel approach
based on Bayesian double sampling method (BDS) is proposed. BDS can remove the low-
rate flows and identify the high-rate flows at the first sampling stage which can reduce the
memory cost and identification time respectively. The experimental results show that both
BSS and BDS can identify high-rate flows with user-specified FPR and FNR, moreover,
BDS outperforms BSS in terms of less memory cost and identification time.
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1. Introduction. The current Internet has no mechanism for controlling the throughput
of each flow, which is however performed by end hosts using TCP. The UDP flows or
malicious TCP flows which do not obey the TCP flow control mechanism will not reduce
their packet-sending rates even when packet dropping is detected, therefore these flows are
more likely to consume a large share of the link bandwidth [1]. A number of active queue
management methods [2, 3, 4, 5] have been proposed to solve this problem and provide
fairness in networks. The main idea is to identify high-rate flows and selectively drop their
packets during times of congestion. A naive approach to identify high-rate flows is to keep
per-flow counter for each arriving flow and identify flows of which the counter is bigger
than a pre-specified threshold. However, it is difficult to directly identify high-rate flows in
backbone links because tracking the possible millions of flows needs correspondingly large
high-speed memories. To reduce the measurement overhead, the deterministic 1-out-of-k
sampling technique is adopted which is widely used in today’s operational networks, for
instance, it has been implemented in Cisco routers. However, since the sampled packets
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